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The pride in local colour that gripped Canadian literature early in the twentieth century squeezed the life out of fiction because the storytellers generally fumbled their technique. Almost every one of them ignored his artistic duty of trying to find a new technique appropriate to his primary interest. Thus the unquestioning reliance on traditional devices which has characterized all Canadian fiction until recently particularly enervated the local colourists. For the problem of integrating this new aspect of fiction into a unified story was one of technique, facing not only Canadians but all novelists who stressed setting or atmosphere as a chief aspect of their art. The problem was basic to the widening art of the novel. In all English fiction regional settings had been growing more prominent and more vivid during the late nineteenth century. Both for huge panoramas of society like Trollope's and George Eliot's and for restricted dramas of small groups like Meredith's, the background was ceasing to be nominal. The regional novel was about to emerge as a distinct type. The first group in the trend appeared in North America, and the Americans and Canadians were the first fully to encounter the special problems involved.
The reasons for the appearance of local colour at the end of the nineteenth century belong both to the fictional heritage from England and the United States and to social history. Both British and American novelists had been describing settings thoroughly for almost a century before the local colourists appeared. Early Gothic novelists like Mrs. Radcliffe had used wild scenery to intensify horror, and historical romancers from Scott and Cooper on had used both scenery and regional descriptions to vivify historical panoramas. By the third quarter of the century Trollope was building the charm of Hampshire and Wiltshire into a fictional country as real as either, and George Eliot avowed the intention of describing the Midlands as they really were. In the United States Hawthorne had made New England equally real in fiction. Although each forged a technique for integrating a fondness for distinct regions into fiction, Trollope succeeded the most effectively by permeating every aspect of his social panorama with the sense of a provincial way of life.
The local colourists completed this gradual trend towards emphasizing regional atmosphere when provincialism displaced a wider awareness of human conflicts in popular thinking. Late in the nineteenth century long-established communities which dreaded the increasing industrial disorder of manufacturing cities and mining camps, and in North America the new pioneering disorder of the prairies as well, proclaimed their own way in fiction as well as in the pulpit. Thus the strict Victorian morality became the ethics of the local colourists: stories set at home displayed a smug humour; those set against either of the new societies, industrial or pioneer, blandly preached the old order. As a result fiction that was written as both serious and optimistic now sounds childish. In contrast, the best stories for children still have their charm, for although they kept the smugness and the preaching they sound less pompous and often less provincial. Only the few tragedies and satires, which used the medium most successfully, achieved profundity instead of pomposity; they too sound less provincial. The seriousness of the one approach and the ironic perspective of the other forced some attention to the general problems of human living, perhaps in contrast to local ideals. Such stories offer the best but isolated examples of what, at its little height, local colour used for its own sake could have contributed to fiction.
Later regional novels have used setting quite differently, choosing as their models the pioneer and immigrant novels of Willa Cather or Frederick Philip Grove, and the psychological novels of Thomas Wolfe or Hugh MacLennan. Those few which, like Mazo de la Roche's, have continued to stress local colour sound escapist rather than provincial.
The local colourists were the product of the provincial society which flourished in the United States after the Civil War and in Canada in the first two decades of the twentieth century. American rather than British storytellers thus provided the more applicable model for Canadian local colourists. Both Americans and Canadians faced the same difficulties in technique, and none solved them with Trollope's success. In the United States storytellers from every region told of a way of life which for North America was long established, and although Canadians seldom echoed the belligerent pride of some American writers, their way of life was much the same. Contented local colourists, such as Sarah Orne Jewett on New England and George Washington Cable on New Orleans, added humour for an effect of serenity. More militant local colourists such as Helen Hunt Jackson and Horatio Alger taught with a heavy didacticism which aimed at revitalizing the old way or extending it into the turbulent cities. Occasionally major artists such as Mark Twain recorded enduring rather than purely local reactions to a special way of life, and provided a compatible plot. Canadians after 1896 produced stories and novels of each of the three types. But of the later, bitter, regional novels of protest, such as those of Thomas Hardy in England and E. W. Howe and Hamlin Garland in the United States, almost none appeared before the 1940's.
Canadians found a model at home for the effect of serenity, or placidity, in Roughing It in the Bush (1852). The continuing popularity of Mrs. Moodie's minor classic made it the dazzling example of serious Canadiana at the turn of the century. When models of regional atmosphere from British and American literature met the growing provincialism and pride of Canada, Canadians found that Mrs. Moodie had long since fashioned them a pattern. By then they interpreted a bizarre custom like "Our Logging-Bee" as distinctive of their society, although it had attracted the immigrant author for its peculiarity. They regarded such characters as Yankee Uncle Joe and gentlemanly Brian the Still-Hunter as their founding heroes, although that pair had amused the dignified pioneer author as being uncouth. Furthermore, writers failed to realize that the loose unity which suited the disjointed sketches of Mrs. Moodie's autobiography could seldom give a novel or even a short story the integration which good fiction must have. Faced with an urge to work their often fresh descriptions of customs into a narrative, they typically related along with them an adventure or love story having an alien and bookish tone, drawn from some incompatible convention, rarely compounding the two into a unity. They also ignored the intense personality of Mrs. Moodie, which did give a wholeness as well as an artistic force to her autobiography. All the gnawing aversion to frontier crudity that gives Roughing It in the Bush an enduring power the local colourists no doubt excused as the waverings of a slow conversion to the ideal. By the year of her death, 1885, a society as stable as she could have wished for had developed, though it resembled her beloved rural England of the 1820's no more than Nova Scotia resembles Scotland.
The local pride that had slowly converted Mrs. Moodie did not seize on Canadian fiction for fifty years, despite the constant popularity of local settings. Although the best and best known of English-Canadian novels of the nineteenth century are historical romances, flourishing the patriotism of the new nation rather than pride in some province, the more numerous used regional rather than national backgrounds. 1 Many an amateur in the long-farmed areas of Ontario, Quebec, and the Maritime Provinces, writing for neighbourhood printing and circulation, set stories in his own time and place. But local settings by no means implied local colour. Stories of love or adventure did pause for brief raptures at the countryside, but a rare glimpse at the northern lights might only excuse a midnight kiss.
2 Domestic stories exalted the Victorian virtues in Canadian settings with no particular interest in either the setting or Canada. Even Agnes Maule Machar, the most effective and most Canadian of all these minor storytellers, found no common pattern between the almost placeless Ontario of Katie Johnstone's Cross and the national geography lesson of Marjorie's Canadian Winter. 8 A few more militant writers of domestic stories, who preached a more "perfect" village life, particularly in novels of temperance, 4 showed even less interest in setting. None of these writers showed so much vital awareness of their districts as Kirby and other historical romancers of Confederation showed in the countryside and citizens of the new nation. 15 In Canada the new sense of locality first started to emerge in the early stories and novels of Sir Gilbert Parker. Although he was living in Australia and England when he wrote, his love of quaint settings helped him to picture several parts of Canada more vividly than those living right in them had so far done. Pierre and His People (1892) and the later Pierre collections caught the sentiment of a romantic life on the prairies which had already passed forever. In Canadian fiction these stories are the first to recognize the influence of setting on character, though they do not exploit it so much as Parker's awareness would suggest: "Here is something of romance 'pure and simple,' but also tradition and character, which are the single property of this austere but not cheerless heritage of our race." 6 The character of the chivalric rogue Pretty Pierre does give the stories a firm unity by showing how the old way of life which he typifies can solve the dilemmas of the new policemen and pioneers. Here romantic adventure, Parker's favourite form of fiction, did blend with local features, but it was a dangerous model for weak Canadian writers. Another of Parker's books, When Valmond Came to Pontiac (1895), first explored the since overworked charm of rural Quebec, which Parker dramatized by blending it into a tale of sentimental devotion to lost causes, this time Napoleonic. If the initial fantasy of a lost offspring of Napoleon does not destroy all credibility, Parker once again blends an old-fashioned attitude to life, preserved in a Canadian byway, into a unified story, of novel length. The only feature of local-colour fiction missing from Parker is the theme of pride in the perfection of the community; nor did he share Mrs. Moodie's delight in explaining special customs.
Always a literary nomad, Parker moved from setting to setting with succeeding novels, looking for a quaintness that pleased him and his public. Mrs. Falchion ( 1893) uses rural British Columbia as a backdrop for melodrama beginning in the Indian Ocean. The Seats of the Mighty (1896) abstracts some of the atmosphere of New France that Kirby carefully built into The Golden Dog, using it to flavour pure adventure with a taste of authentic life. Parker was essentially a historical romancer stressing adventure in the Stevenson tradition, and soon he abandoned Pretty Pierre for the remote past. To him locality was always a secondary aspect. The chief "advance" on Mrs. Moodie which local-colour storytellers could derive from Parker was the use of tears or suspense as a unifying principle.
By the 1890's, when Parker was exploiting this wistful localism, Canadian writers were much more likely to admire special customs than they had been during Mrs. Moodie's youth. The temper of the times, which bad once prompted the lauding of Confederation in historical romances, now reinforced a narrower pride. Provincial-rights governments in the provincial capitals, the anti-Confederation meeting of these governments in Quebec in 1887, and the election of Laurier in 1896 by anti-centralist votes in Ontario and Quebec, all indicated the new spirit that swept national feeling out of Canadian literature. At the other extreme from pride in Confederation, little of the imperialism or expansive nationalism which was bursting forth in England and the United States surged into Canadian literature. Even less of the peripheral unrest in the new manufacturing, mining, and prairie farming towns and camps was as yet bothering Canadian fiction; neither writers nor readers were interested in novels of protest. Instead, citizens annoyed at laxities and unruliness outside their peaceful countryside settled comfortably into their own clear-cut order. Their philosophy, as seen in their writings, achieved the same complacency of perfection, based on faith in a Victorian morality, which had been flourishing in England and the United States, and they soon urged through the rigid laws for which it is most remembered today: the Canada Temperance Act in 1878 and the Lord's Day Act in 1906. Once established, pioneers like Mrs. Moodie may have felt similarly self-satisfied, but for a more positive reason: the new customs of the hard-won homes fascinated them. In contrast the local colourists, self-sufficient and selfsatisfied, developed beyond a literature of regional settings to a literature of regional prides for quite different reasons: some rushed into print to defend their order from the impinging turbulence outside; some set out to evangelize the hapless turbulent outsiders; some just glowed in admiration of their own perfection. Storytellers with each of these three attitudes, emulating their English and American predecessors, took over the Canadian novel for more than a quarter of a century.
For Duncan Campbell Scott, Canada's poetic local colourist, as for Parker, general trends in the parent literatures rather than Mrs. Moodie's specific example again were the model, though her pattern for unity would surely have helped him. Scott's short stories did not reproduce the assured serenity either, but instead displayed a longing for a serenity which seemed to be slipping away. He stressed that sense in his connected short stories in The Village of Viger (1896), in which he looked to French-Canadian villages for the same idyllic charm that fascinated Kirby, Parker, and Marshall Saunders. All of them wrote with a wistfulness for the last of the good old days, but Scott evoked it with particular poignancy:
It was too true that the city was growing rapidly. As yet its arms were not long enough to embrace the little village of Viger, but before long they would be, and it was not a time that the inhabitants looked forward to with any pleasure. It was not to be wondered at, for few places were more pleasant to live in. The houses, half-hidden amid the trees, clustered around the slim steeple of St. Joseph's, which flashed like a naked poniard in the sun. They were old, and the village was sleepy, almost dozing, since the mill, behind the rise of land, on the Blanche had shut down. The miller had died; and who would trouble to grind what little grist came to the mill, when flour was so cheap? But while the beech-groves lasted, and the Blanche continued to run, it seemed impossible that any change could come. The change was coming, however, r apidly enough. Even now, on still nights, above the noise of the frogs in the pools, you could hear the rumble of the street-cars and the faint tinkle of their bells, and when the air was moist the whole southern sky was luminous with the reflection of thousands of gas-lamps.7
Here an economic awareness firmly grounds what could easily have become a sentimental rapture. Also the touch of the nature poet heightens the local beauty. Such a passage illustrates the essential conflict with a clarity achieved by only the most acute writers, such as Leacock and Hernon. Yet with Scott the strength stands alone. The basic challenge to all these storytellers, the difficulty of finding a fictional frame of plot and characterization appropriate to lauding local atmosphere, baffled Scott more than it did many a mediocre writer. Instead of domestic or humorous plots, or even the non-artistic conflicts of didactic local colourists, he fell into using mystery stories and a plot suspense incompatible with the local charm. In various stories involving such characters as a robber, a madman, a murderer, and a mysterious pedlar, Scott draws on a purely fictional tradition of life for a frame for the manners. More harmonious stories describe Viger folk anxious to visit the outside world. A vain desire to revisit the childhood home gives "Paul Farlotte" just the right perspective. In this closing story of the volume, the village schoolmaster abandons his long-earned trip to his dying mother in France in order to help feed the orphan girl across the street. Scott steadied the atmosphere by restraining the sentiment, though he revealed once more that Viger is his idyll of a village "on the boundaries of Arcadia, the first inlet to its pleasant, dreamy fields." 8 For Ralph Connor the Glengarry of Scottish Puritans was a flourishing reality, not a vanishing daydream. In his stories this country civilization still bad the stamina both to reconvert erring members and to send forth missionaries to the city and the prairies. All his fiction gained the unity which Scott's lacks by concentrating on such didacticism. The Man from Glengarry (190 1) and Glengarry Schooldays (1902) flow most genially, for their society looks firmest. Although generally close to the didactic group of local colourists in the United States, they most of all recall Mrs. Moodie in tone. Both a talkative pride in local customs and a complacent humour make dominant a mood much like hers. Traditions like "The Sugaring Off," "The Wake," and "The Logging Bee" again characterize men and women fully as distinctive as hers, though less real. But whereas Mrs. Moodie unified her sketches and deepened them with her own lessening dismay at backwoods crudities, Ralph Connor avowed a moral purpose and strove to fulfil it. "No man is great who is not good," he declared 9 and his heroes thrill each novel with a fictitious conflict of good and bad. When Ranald in The Man from Glengarry goes west to British Columbia, he shows an awareness of Canada rare in local colour fiction, but again melodrama and moralizing undercut the art. When he saves British Columbia for Confederation by quashing an annexation rally in New Westminster or when he persuades interior loggers to become teetotallers, he forsakes art and life at once. Almost every strength has its prototype in Roughing It in the Bush and almost every weakness is a departure from it.
When Ralph Connor set whole novels in the West, the customs and quaint humour sank further beneath the preaching and fighting. Both Black Rock (1897) and The Sky Pilot (1899) pit a minister from old Ontario against the turbulent West, in a struggle to introduce the mellow civilization of the older provinces. Only beneath the straightforward preaching, and the exciting incidents meant to verify it, has the colour of odd characters and customs sustained a more satisfying interest. When describing the frontier pastimes centred on the saloon, Ralph Connor caught the raw force there, though not much of the crudeness. In The Sky Pilot heathenish Bronco Bill and blasphemous Gwen Meredith, a desperately real nature girl, do characterize this community of no restraints just as slippery Yankees or fierce Scots catch old Ontario in Roughing It in the Bush and The Man from Glengarry. Ralph Connor lacked any single brilliance in artistry to match Scott's poetic provincialism, but didacticism and melodrama gave his local colour some of the direction Scott's lacks.
The non-didactic, non-melodramatic type of local colour story appeared first in Canada in Where the Sugar Maple Grows ( 1901), ' by Adeline M. Teskey of Weiland. This book of connected sketches is both closer to Mrs. Moodie in subject and tone and more typical of the Canadian local colourists of the next two decades. The failure in technique is very typical. Adopting the point of view of an American who cools off in the village of Mapleton each summer, the author stressed characters and customs even more than Mrs. Moodie had done. Neighbours like "The Out-of-date Minister," "Crazy Tim," and "The Man with the Hoe" delighted her as harmless but distinctive citizens of the antique harmony that is Mapleton. The genial humour that the restricted summertime friendship no doubt encouraged adds the one unifying tone to the loose framework of the holiday sketches. It is the tone of Mrs. Moodie, though emaciated. None of the personal intensity which distinguishes Roughing It in the Bush, none of the bitter humour of human meannesses, weld these sketches into forceful art. Nor is there any descriptive skill like Scott's with Viger to add strength. Like Mrs. Moodie, Adeline Teskey built stories on the provincial manners of old Ontario; like Mrs. Moodie she chose a comic perspective. She differed, coming half a century later, in showing none of the pioneer's despair at crudity and finding no strong interest to replace it. This defect is the defect of almost all her contemporaries.
Local colourists who wrote novels rather than short stories had the even more difficult task of finding a larger unified conflict in the same subject-matter. Often they relied on minor customs no doubt meant to symbolize the life they adored, but actually too superficial to do so. Surface details which suited Mrs. Moodie's different perspective, of selfcharacterization, look insipid in full focus. No custom is more persistent in the fiction than the banning of organs from the town kirk. Several novelists chose it to focus a conflict between traditional and radical townsfolk. Indeed the radicals could look equally lax for wanting organs in the church, for dreaming of moving away, for joining labour unions, and for free thinking. Marian Keith in Duncan Polite (1905) made her hero both keep an organ out of the kirk and, at the deliberate sacrifice of his life, redeem his nephew from free thinking. Robert Knowles in St. Cuthbert's (also 1905) again worried his hero about organs but provided him the salvation of rejecting a cosy pulpit in South Carolina for the austere but somehow more wholesome charge in his small Ontario town. Knowles and a few others kept more up-to-date by bringing in union leaders from the city, dreading them perhaps as much as an exodus to the south. Although this conflict hinted at a more lifelike than fictional threat, the jolly workers in these novels rejected alien agitators and settled back into the ancient harmony. These local colourists all hit on a conflict more congenial than Scott's and more literary than Ralph Connor's, but its shallowness usually makes it sound juvenile.
Indeed most local colourists who are still read are read by juvenile readers. What is superficial in adult characters can be serious in children. Even in her hey-day L. M. Montgomery wrote particularly effectively by aiming her Anne and Emily stories at children. She has also probably attracted as many adult readers as her fellows have, judging from sales and from Mark Twain's enthusiasm. 10 Her Anne of Green Gables (1908) more closely resembles the long American tradition of regional stories for children, in their girls' version, than it does Mrs. Moodie's pattern of locality. She also solved the problem of a unified conflict. Instead of bizarre customs she described the representative goodness and dullness of life in Prince Edward Island, with its concentrated old provincialism. Yet when Anne combatted the dullness by fancying a busy fairy life in the quiet countryside, the conflict entered her very character and became internal for the first time since Roughing It in the Bush. When Anne in growing up abandoned a myth that had made her "naughty," and sacrificed it to be good, puritanism seized her conscience too. Thus the Anne and Emily books use central rather than secondary features of village life, though they too laud it and end with a reconciliation of the conflicts against it.
Only two humorists centred mature stories on local colour; they were mildly satiric rather than genial. In the title story of Old Man Savarin (1895), E. W. Thomson revitalized the forgotten significance of two old customs for his purpose: one let a prisoner walk freely up to the posts that marked the prison limits; another required the plaintiff to pay for the prisoner's board. Thus the Glengarry Scotsman of the story goes home to his sick child without breaking jail by carrying a prison post before him and planting it beyond his house. Later he is freed when his board bill at prison goes unpaid. Thomson not only integrated his basic story with the local colour but also made a custom live instead of embalming it.
Stephen Leacock wrote Sunshine Sketches of a Little Town (1912) with a similar interest in local colour, but he chose more day-to-day customs and moulded them with a dynamic technique. Although Sunshine Sketches also lacks the easy unity of plot whose attainment baffied local colourists, it creates a particularly vivid single atmosphere of the town of Mariposa in Missinaba County. The lethargy of a less competitive, small town life and the unconfident smugness of its dullness generalize a way of life that even Thomson caught just in snippets. Only there in the modern world would a Reverend Mr. Drone rise to the top of his profession. Only there would a calculating Josh Smith let a sentimental good will over the church-building fund affect his ruthlessness. Only there would Peter Pupkin triumph as the milk-andwater hero. When Leacock let these solid citizens just manage to talk up the town population from 5,000 to 10,000 between censuses, he showed that their local pride was no more than an extension of their egoism. Appropriately he chose local quirks of human nature-at home, at play, or at work. None of the unusual customs which his lesser brethren featured link him to the tradition of the bizarre. Mrs. Moodie's logging bees belong to such factual records of unusual life as hers, not to artistic pictures of essential humanity. In telling about the annual town picnic on the lake steamer, Leacock described both the special enthusiasm of a combined effort shared by the whole community and the more universal heroism and cleverness called forth by the steamer's sinking, though he burlesqued both feelings. Similar treatments of the church-building fund, a temperance fight against a licensed hotel, and a political campaign for an election round out the record of dramas that did in life characterize these towns. Most local colourists ignored such chief interests of small town life, and the few who described any seldom chose more than one. Leacock achieved all the atmosphere with Mariposa that Scott did with Viger, and he described the essential occupations and pastimes too. The curtailment of quaintness in no way reduced the regional tone, but it enhanced the universality of the art.
The detachment of humour also helped Leacock to integrate his regional theme into a more unified art. Like Scott he created the atmosphere of a complete community; but by exposing simplicity as naive instead of ideal and by estimating the secret local longing for city life, as well as the city man's secret longing for Mariposa, he was faithful to reality. Peter Pupkin is singly foolish when he peddles his bicycle fifteen miles to build up courage to glance twice at a girl. But he shares an unquenchable human longing with all Mariposa when he subscribes to an encyclopaedia of art on the volume-a-month plan: "The Lives of the Painters, one volume at a time--a splendid thing in which you can read all about Aahrens, and Aachenthal, and Aax and men of that class." 11 Here Leacock exploded the book-a-month scheme with one of his own special quips, but he returned to the longing again and again, in the city as well as in Mariposa. When the city businessmen of his "L'Envoi" hear the evening train leaving, it sings for them the most sorrowful of dirges, "MARIPOSA! MARIPOSA!" Living in Montreal but loving his summer home in Orillia, Leacock did not accept provincialism automatically: he chose it deliberately from his semi-urban and scholarly perspective. His personal choice showed him how to unify local colour around appropriate characters and themes, if not plot conflicts, though in the ironic rather than the usual serious mode.
Only three Canadian storytellers succeeded at all in centring their local atmosphere on a solemn or a tragic mode instead of on description, teaching, or humour. In typical novels such as Judith Moore (1898), Joanna E. Wood of Brantford basked with dismaying warmth in the Ontario that Ralph Connor and Leacock equally loved, but in one novel she blasted a chilly wind through it. The Untempered Wind (1894) sets an unwed mother against the social order of the small towns, here represented by the leading lady of the church. Out of such an already clear-cut conflict, Miss Wood etched a clinically sharp plot by characterizing the mother as gently admirable and the lady of the church as wicked. Attack is always easier than defence, in fiction as in life. Miss Wood achieved an integration of local colour and fiction unmatched by the genial storytellers. A tragic force also entered with this harsh social criticism of the sedate countryside of Ralph Connor and Adeline Teskey, although obvious partiality and an exaggeration into blacks and whites spoils the effect.
A different tragic force, too solemn for satire, helped Norman Duncan balance the local and the universal in stories of the Newfoundland coast and the Labrador. Although Norman Duncan was born in Brantford and grew up amid the traditions of sedate local colourists, a visit as a journalist to Newfoundland shocked him into a different course. In his stories and novels ignorance, starvation, and unchecked illness are as credible as good-natured quaintness, and not so jaded in force. Both in the connected short stories of The Way of the Sea (1903) and even in the novel Dr. Luke of the Labrador ( 1904), Duncan departs from the usual manner of the local colourists to present fishermen and their families engaged in a life-long fight with a malignant nature. In these works details of boat-building and sailing belong to the very heart of the plot, as similar accounts of house raising and sugaring-off do not to most local colour stories. Norman Duncan achieved such strength only in his few best short stories, however. More often the sentimentality and the pretentiousness characteristic of the didactic local colourists vitiated his effect too. Particularly the novel Dr. Luke of the Labrador flounders in tearful death scenes and childish dreams of medical heroism. Yet Duncan achieved a unity and force unmatched by his EnglishCanadian fellows.
The French-Canadian novelist Louis Hernon combined in Maria Chapdelaine ( 1914) the more traditional local colour background with the more profound theme of Duncan, while avoiding Duncan's extravagances in feeling and style. Although the rural Quebec which Hernon described was cruder and more pioneering than most literary Ontarios since Roughing It in the Bush, the interest in atmosphere was the same, and Madame Chapdelaine remembers as a contrast Quebec as the long-established and sedate town of her youth. An account of a day-long midwinter sleigh ride home from church combines the quality of a Mrs. Moodie with the intense conflicts of a Duncan. A midsummer berrying which helps on a pair of idealistic young lovers again joins the local and the general but with a serenity unknown in Duncan's lesser tragedies. The proximity of the virgin forest provides for the romance of fur traders, trappers, and woodsmen and for a catastrophe in which nature seems less malicious than mighty. Louis Hernon did not belong wholly to the country or the customs he described, and he was in no way related to his English-Canadian contemporaries, but his novel shows how memorable a story and how single an effect the materials of the local colourists could at best produce.
Since 1920 provincialism and its literary by-product have been slowly retreating from the national scene in Canada. In fiction in the West, such immigrant and pioneer novelists as Grove wrote consistently stronger novels in a different regional mode. For them local life became an archetype of human existence since the dawn of history. In Ontario, though the novels were generally weak, only a few new writers adopted the mode that had monopolized fiction there for over twenty years. Many besides Morley Callaghan have reflected a city instead of a country perspective in novels of social protest, and for them locality is more useful for generalized than for regional implications. Even more storytellers have joined Mabel Dunham, Thomas Raddall, and Will R. Bird in a return to the historical romance, almost dormant since the turn of the century. 12 Raddall and Bird particularly have stressed local attitudes and even colour, but neither depends on regional atmosphere for plot or unity. A few novelists like Mazo de la Roche have pictured a wistfully unreal countryside in an apparently deliberate abstraction from reality. Their use of the regional scene probably derived from the local colour tradition, as Miss de Ia Roche's early novel Possession ( 1923) indicates, but they suggest a frank escapism which local colourists would never have admitted. Mazo de la Roche also relies for her chief interest on more conventional, and more useful, types of plot and characterization. Since World War II still other novelists have recreated regional settings to show the psychological effect of a vivid environment on maturing men and women. Hugh MacLennan, W. 0. Mitchell, Ethel Wilson, and Ernest Buckler have varyingly achieved the unity which local colourists missed, by telling of the moulding effect of regional life on individual wills. They too have used more fruitful techniques of fiction for their characters and conflicts.
In contrast to these diverging interests, a minority have continued the tradition of local colour fiction. Older writers like Ralph Connor and L. M. Montgomery were as prolific as ever in the twenties, and new writers have continued the declining tradition even into the forties and fifties. The most widespread form has lasted the longest. Non-didactic though highly proper stories of rural Ontario are still written, although some storytellers have also ferreted out quiet corners in the Far East, the Far West, and the Far North. In John Matheson (1923), Clara Rothwell Anderson described her Ontario town with all the warm whimsy of Adeline Teskey. A decade later, in Hill- Top (1935) and Three Measures (1938) , Jessie L. Beattie wrote more solemnly of her Ontario town, measuring out a careful retribution for the heartless religion of her one crank. When Grace Campbell echoed the old interest still a decade later in Thorn-Apple Tree (1942), she adopted a definitely historical tone in describing the Glengarry that Ralph Connor adored. Her chief interest is a light story of love (or, in The Higher Hill, war), but the way of life is in itself a good thing. Careful accounts of barn-raising and sugar-making echo the colour of special customs which for all these writers made a good life absorbing. Her novels close the panorama of a century of local colour storytelling, beginning with Roughing It in the Bush and reaching a nadir at the tum of the century. What sounds like a day-to-day life in Mrs. Moodie, a missionary cause in Ralph Connor, and a joyous summertime in Adeline Teskey, has faded into a stylized backdrop for light moralizing or love making. The more conventional storytelling and the historical frame do give Thorn-Apple Tree the unity so often missing from the works of more thorough local colourists. Yet from first to last their devotion to a type of fiction technically beyond them and, as they generally used it, not potentially of wide interest proved a mistake. Where a heartfelt reaction to local manners gave Mrs. Moodie a loose but authentic unity, didacticism perverted Ralph Connor's art, superficiality made Adeline Teskey's sound childish, and more recently Grace Campbell's trite adventure, like Duncan Campbell Scott's, recalls life according to fiction rather than fact. Canada as a nation produced little that is great out of her years of intense provincialism, and her writers produced still less.
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